Familial Hypokalemic Periodic Paralysis with Myotonic Phenomenon: Case Report
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Abstract

Hypokalemic Periodic Paralysis (HypoPP) is a rare disease whereby voltage-gated ion channels are mutated and it is characterized by episodic flaccid paralysis concomitant to variations in blood potassium levels. Attacks usually happen after exercise or high carbohydrate meals. The diagnosis is made with laboratory data which helps to exclude other causes and confirm low potassium serum or myotonia on electromyography (EMG). The case report shows a patient who had severe symptoms of HypoPP and had laboratory data of low potassium serum during attacks and EMG with features more common in Hyperkalemic Periodic Paralysis. It also presented a great response to therapeutic treatment with potassium reposition and acetazolamide.
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Introduction

Neurological channelopathies represent a rapidly expanding group of diseases that illustrate the challenges and opportunities in investigating the pathogenesis of rare diseases [1]. Familial periodic paralysis was recognized as clinical entity as early as the end of the nineteenth century. A decrease in blood potassium levels during attacks of periodic paralysis was described in 1934 by Biemond and Daniels, and founded the basis for the first classification of periodic paralysis [2,3].

Hypokalemic Periodic Pafralysis (hypoPP) is an autosomal dominant neuromuscular disease whereby voltage-gated ion channels are mutated, resulting in abnormalities of sarcolemmal excitation. The more common mutated channel are calcium or sodium, less frequently potassium. Seventy to 80% of the cases are caused by mutation of CACNA1S and 10% by mutations of SCN4A [4,5].

Although the genetic defect is present throughout life, the mean age at onset is in the second decade. The frequency of attacks is higher from the second to the fourth decades of life, and then tends to decrease [6].

The prevalence of hypoPP has been estimated at 1:100,000 [6]. This rare disease is characterized by episodes of flaccid skeletal muscle paralysis accompanied by reduced serum potassium level [5]. The disease typically manifests as bouts of mild to severe muscle weakness lasting hours and sometimes days associated with hypokalemia triggered most commonly by rest after exercise, high carbohydrate meals and cold temperatures [4,7]. Some cases may present as sporadic because of the incomplete penetrance of the disease, mostly in women [6]. The interval between crises may be prolonged by prevent treatment with potassium salts or acetazolamide [8].

A variable myopathy develops in at least 25% of affected individuals and may result in a progressive fixed muscle weakness that manifests at variable ages as exercises intolerance predominantly in the lower limbs. It may occur independent of paralytic symptoms and may be the sole manifestation of hypoPP [8]. The disease is potentially lethal and a mortality of 10% was common before the introduction of intensive care unit [6].
Case Report

A 39 years-old-woman, afro descendant, with hypertension and depression history, was admitted in this hospital with a history of muscle pain and weakness.

When the patient was 9 years-old, she started to present intermitently pain in upper and lower limbs, which were worse at night, making difficult to sleep. After 7 years, she started to have syncope episodes. In 2007, she presented paralysis episodes after exercise.

In 2011, the patient went on a trip where she started to present weakness and diffuse myalgia. This symptoms evolute with gait disturbance and difficult to speak. She went several days to the emergency.

One day, she was admitted in the hospital with respiratory insuffiency and she was intubated. During hospitalization, she presented four cardiac arrest and a low potassium serum level of 1.7. She was investigated with an electromyography (EMG) and a muscle biopsy. The EMG had the presence of myotonia and high frequency muscle action potential. The signs of myotonia were found just at the EMG, but not during examination. The muscle biopsy showed variation in the muscle fiber caliber, nucleo center and degeneration fibers. The immunohistochemical study had CD4 and MHCn positivity (Figure 1). These suggested inflammatory activity abnormality.

The patient was treated with intravenous potassium reposition with 3mEq/kg/day for 5 days until the potassium level was normalized and acetazolamide 250 mg 3 times a day. After 5 days, the patient started oral reposition of potassium with 12mEq 3 times a day and after 25 days, she was discharged from the hospital with acetazolamide 250mg 3 times a day and potassium 6mEq 3 times a day. She had a great response to the treatment, even though she was still feeling weak, she was talking and walking at the time of the discharged from the hospital.

Discussion

Familial hypokalemic periodic paralysis is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner and it is common in Caucasians. Most individuals with this disease have an affected parent [2,9]. HypoPP has a reduced penetrance and expression in women. Women may even escape expression of the phenotype, although they transmit the disease. In consequence, a male to female predominance of 3:1 has been reported. The penetrance of hypoPP was found to be 80% in women and 100% in men [8]. Affected women tend to have fewer attacks than affected men, reflecting the decreased expressivity of the disease in women [6]. As in our case report, the patient was a female, afro descendant with a not known affected parent.

The age of onset of hypoPP is within the second decade of life: 60% of patients develop the disease before the age of 16, although younger or later onsets have been reported [3]. The patient of this case report started symptoms when she was 9 year-old.

HypoPP is a heterogenous disease feature by episodic muscle paralysis associated with ictal hypokalemia during the period of attacks. Serum potassium levels are usually normal in HypoPP patients at the baseline [10]. Typically, attacks occur at night and the patient awakes paralyzed [3]. Attacks commonly occur several hours after strenuous exercise or a carbohydrates rich meals. The ocular, oropharyngeal and respiratory muscles are usually spared, but may be affected in the most severe attacks [6].

There are two types of hypoPP: the paralytic and myopathic form. The paralytic form muscles lose the ability to contract and the sensation remains intact. The myopathic form the patient presents slow progressive fixed muscle weakness that begins as exercise intolerance [11]. In a case report described by Tae-Hwan Kil and June-Bum Kim, a 16 year old boy had just sundden episodes of
breathing difficulty and cyanosis. Different from our patient who had muscle weakness fluctuancy and an episode of respiratory insufficiency and cardiac arrest.

The episodic symptoms of hypoPP can be life-threatening. It can affect respiratory muscle as it was reported in some experiments and it can provoke cardiac arrhythmias [12,6]. Respiratory and cardiac symptoms in hypoPP happened by severe hypokalemia as it is demonstrated in our case report.

We recognize an attack by the generalized weakness of the limbs without other neurologic findings, the common precipitants to an attack, and the laboratory data that help exclude other causes and confirm characteristic features such as low potassium or myotonia on EMG [13]. The EMG shows a typical myotonic discharge which has a waxing and waning quality called “divebomber”. Myotonia on EMG occurs in approximately 75% of individuals with HyperPP, but it not occur in HypoPP [11]. The work of Sugira et al. reported a mutation, P1158S, of the sodium channel gene in a family with cold-induced HypoPP and myotonia. Their results indicated that the hypokalemic paralysis in cold atmospheric temperatures is due to hyperpolarizing shifts of the gating property of the mutante sodium channel. Another feature is that the channel has a slower time of inactivation, which has been reported in most myotonia–related mutant sodium channel [7]. This case shows that HypoPP can present myotonia on EMG, even though it is more common in HyperPP cases.

Muscle biopsy showed vacuolar myopathy in 67% of patients with mutations. In patients without mutation, muscle biopsy showed either myopathic change (50%) or was normal (50%) [13]. The muscle biopsy in our case showed inflammatory activity abnormality. The myopathy arises independently of the frequency and the severity of the attacks. It can even occur in the absence of attacks. The onset is usually in the fourth or fifth decade of life. The myopathy affects mostly the muscle of the pelvic girdle and the proximal muscle of upper and lower limbs [6].

Typically, weakness recovers when serum potassium normalizes [4]. Permanent muscle weakness is rarely but possibly observed in young adult age. The fixed muscle weakness is more common in older patients as well as the lack of responsiveness to treatment [6,4]. Permanent weakness may indicate a state of persistent or continuously recurring mild attacks and may be dramatically improved by long term use of carbonic anhydrase inhibitors [6].

Acetazolamide has been the most common treatment choice for hypoPP for nearly 50 years. HypoPP is caused by a mutations in 1 of 2 sarcolemmal ion channel genes, CACNA1S and SCN4A. Since the discovery of the 2 causative genes, it has been occasionally reported that some patients with SCN4A mutations associated with hypoPP reacted adversely to acetazolamide, but other reports have indicated benefit [5]. This case report showed a great response to the treatment with acetazolamide and potassium reposition.

The myopathy arises independently of the frequency and the severity of the attacks. It can even occur in the absence of attacks. The onset is usually in the fourth or fifth decade of life. The myopathy affects mostly the muscle of the pelvic girdle and the proximal muscle of upper and lower limbs [6].

Conclusion

We conclude that the patient of this case report started with symptoms before the aged 16 years old. She presented weakness after exercise and carbohydrates rich meals. She felt worse at night, having difficulty to sleep. All these symptoms are typical of hypoKK.

The respiratory insufficiency and cardiac arrest are rare symptoms presented by the patient of hypoPP. The myotonia on EMG is common on hyperPP and this case report showed it is possible in hypoPP.

Our case report findings suggest that this patient presents symptoms of myopathy during periods of low potassium serum wich has a great response of potassium supplementation and acetazolamide and it was diagnosed with EMG and muscle biopsy suggesting a HypoPP of sodium channel variant, which is a rare disease.
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